Political blogs as a form of social media allow for an uniquely interactive form of political discourse. This is especially evident in focused blogs with a strong ideological identity. We investigate techniques to identify topics within the context of the community, which when discussed in a blog post evoke a discernible positive or negative collective opinion from readers who respond to posts in comments. This is done by using computational methods to assign sentiment polarity to blog comments and learning community specific models that summarize issues tackled by blogs and predict the polarity based on the topics discussed in a blog post.
Introduction
Recent work in political psychology has made it clear that political decision-making is strongly influenced by emotion. For instance, (Lodge and Taber, 2000) propose a theory of "motivated reasoning", in which political information is processed in a way that is determined, in part, by a quickly-computed emotional react to that information. Strong experimental evidence for motivated reasoning (sometimes called "hot cognition") exists (Huang and Price, 2001) ; (Redlawsk, 2002) ; (Redlawsk, 2006) ; (Isbell et al., 2006) . However, despite some recent proposals (Kim et al., 2008) it is unclear how to computationally model a person's emotional reaction to news, and how to collect the data necessary to fit such a model. One problem is that emotional reactions are different for different people -a fact exploited in the use of political "code words" intended to invoke a reaction in only a particular subset of the electorate (a technique sometimes called "dog whistle politics").
In this paper, we evaluate the use of machine learning methods to predict how members of a specific political community will emotionally reaction to different types of news. More specifically, we use a dataset of widely read ("A-list") political blogs, and attempt to predict the aggregate sentiment in the comment section of blogs, as a function of the textual content of the blog posting. In this paper, we consider only predicting polarity (positive and negative feeling). In contrast to work done traditionally in sentiment analysis which focuses on determining the sentiment expressed in text, in this work, we focus on the task of predicting the sentiment that a block of text will evoke in readers, expressed in the comment section, as a response to the blog post.
This task is related to, but distinct from, several other studies that have been made using comments and discussions in political communities, or analysis of sentiment in comments - (Yano et al., 2009 ), (O'Connor et al., 2010 , (Tumasjan et al., 2010) . Below we discuss the methods used to address the various parts of this task. First, we evaluate two methods to automatically determine the comment polarity: SentiWordNet (Baccianella and Sebastiani, 2010) a general purpose resource that assigns sentiment scores to entries in WordNet, and an auto-mated corpus-specific technique based on pointwise mutual information. The quality of the polarity assessments by these techniques are made by comparing them to hand annotated assessments on a small number of blog posts. Second, we consider two methods for predicting comment polarity from post content: support vector machine classification, and sLDA, a topic-modeling-based approach. Finally, we demonstrate that emotional reactions are indeed community-specific, compare the accuracy of this approach to the more traditional approach of predicting sentiment of a text from the text itself, and present our conclusions.
Data
In this study, we use a collection of blog posts from five blogs: Carpetbagger(CB) 1 Since we are interested in studying the responses to blog posts, the corpus only contains posts where there have been at least one comment in the six days after the post was published. It is important to note that only the text in the blog posts and comments are used in this study. All non-textual information like pictures, hyperlinks, videos etc. are discarded. In terms of text processing, for each blog, a vocabulary is created consisting of all terms that occur at least 5 times in the blog. Stopwords are eliminated using a standard stopword list. Each blog post is then represented as a bag of words from the post. Table  2 shows statistics of the datasets. Each dataset is studied separately for the most part in the rest of the paper.
Labelling comments with sentiment polarity
The first step in understanding the nature of posts that evoke emotional responses is to get a measure of the polarity in the sentiment expressed in the comments section of a blog post. The measure indicates the ability of the issues in the blog post and its treatment, to evoke strong emotions in readers.
SentiWordNet
In the first stage of the study, we use SentiWordNet (Baccianella and Sebastiani, 2010) which associates a large number of words in WordNet with a positive, negative and objective score (summing up to 1). Firstly, all the comments for a blog post in the comment section are aggregated and for the words in the comments that are found in SentiWordNet, the net positive and negative scores are computed. Since SentiWordNet entries are associated with word senses and because we don't perform word sense disambiguation, the SentiWordNet polarity of the most dominant word sense is used for words in the comment section. The sentiment in the comment section is deemed to be positive if the net positive score exceeds the negative score and negative otherwise. Therefore, each blog post is now associated with a binary response variable indicating the polarity of the sentiment expressed in the comments.
Using pointwise mutual information
A second technique to determine the sentiment polarity of comments uses the principle of pointwise mutual information (PMI) (Turney, 2002) . We first construct a seed list of positive and negative words by choosing the 100 topmost positive and negative words from SentiWordNet and manually eliminating words from this list that don't pertain to sentiment in our context. (Appendix A has the list of seed words used.) This seed list is used to construct a larger set of positive and negative words by computing the PMI of the words in the seed lists with every other word in the vocabulary. It's important to note that this list is constructed for the specific corpus that we work with. Because every blog is processed separately, we construct a different sentiment word list for each blog based on the statistics of word occurences. Words in the vocabulary are ranked by the difference in the average of the PMI with positive and negative seed words. The top 1000 words in the resultant sorted list are treated as positive words and the bottom 1000 words as negative words. The comment section of every post is tagged with a positive or negative polarity as in the previous section by computing the total positive and negative word counts. Using the same seed word list, the procedure is performed separately for each blog resulting in sentiment polarity lists that are particular to the community and idealogy associated with each blog. It should be noted that while this method provides better estimates of comment sentiment polarity (as seen in Section 4), it involves more manual work in constructing a seed set than the SentiWordNet method which does not require any manual effort.
Human labels
As a third method that is accurate but expensive, we manually labeled comments from approximately 30 blog posts from each blog, with a positive or negative label. The guideline in labeling was to determine if the sentiment in the comment section was positive or negative to the subject of the post. The chief intention of this exercise is to determine the quality of the polarity assessments of the SentiWordNet and PMI methods. While it is possible to directly use the assessments and train a classifier, the performance of the classifier will be limited by the very small number of training examples (30 instead of thousands of examples). Table 2 : Measuring accuracy of automatic comment polarity detection automatic methods to determine comment polarity is shown in Table 2 The better accuracy of the PMI method can be explained by the fact that SentiWordNet is a general purpose list that is not customized for the domain which tends to make it noisy for text in the political domain. The PMI technique corresponds more closely with the human labels but it requires a little human effort in building the initial seed list of positive and negative words.
Predicting sentiment from blog content
We now address the problem of using machine learning techniques to predict the polarity of the comments based on the blog post contents.
SVM
Firstly, we use support vector machines (SVM) to perform classification. We frame the classification task as follows: The input features to the classifier are the words in the blog post i.e each blog post is treated as a bag of words and the output variable is the binary comment polarity computed in the previ- Table 3 : Accuracy: Using blog posts to predict comment sentiment polarity ous section. For our experiments, we used the SVMLight package 6 with a simple linear kernel and evaluated the classifier using 10 fold cross validation. Table 3 shows the accuracy of the classifier for the different blogs and polarity measuring schemes. The errors in classification can be attributed in part to the inherent difficulty of the task due to the noise of the polarity labeling schemes and in part due to the difficulty in obtaining a signal to predict comment polarity from the body of the post.
Supervised LDA
Next, we use Supervised LDA (sLDA) (Blei and McAuliffe, 2008) to do the classification. sLDA is a model that is an extension of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003 ) that models each document as having an output variable in addition to the document contents. The output variable in the classification case is modeled as an output of a logistic regression model that uses the posterior topic distribution of the LDA model as features. In this task, the output variable is +1 or -1 depending on the polarity of the comment section. In the experiments with sLDA, we set the number of topics as 15 after experimenting with a range of topics and use 10-fold cross validation. The number of topics is set lower than it usually is with topic modeling, due to the relatively short length and small number of documents.
The advantage of sLDA in this task is that we induce topics from the bodies of the blog posts that serve to characterize the different issues that each blog addresses. In addition, the logistic regression parameters indicate how each topic influences the output variable. Table 4 shows the top 1 or 2 topics with the highest negative and positive logistic regression coefficients for each blog. Inspecting the top words of the topics confirms our notions of the kinds of issues that appeal to the readers of each of the blogs. For instance, in the topics induced from Daily Kos, a very liberal leaning blog, we see that the most negative topic (i.e. the topic that contributes the most to potential negative comments) talks about the Bush adminstration and Vice President Cheney, which was and remains quite unpopular with people from the left. The other negative topic concerns the war in Iraq which was also very unpopular within people whose beliefs are liberal-leaning. The most positive topic seemingly focuses on campaign funding. Our conjecture for the high comment polarity is the great success in the then Democratic candidate Obama's fund raising attempts during the presidential campaign. In the second blog, Right Wing News, which is a conservative blog, we see a different picture. The most negative topic deals with Islam and Muslim people which are issues that have tended to evoke negative reactions from certain sections of people with conservative political beliefs. Global warming also evoked negative comments which is consistent with the conservative viewpoint that there isn't evidence to suggest that greenhouse gases cause global warming. The most positive topic seems to be about anti-abortion issues which is an issue that frequently pops up in conservative political discourse. Topics from the other blogs also seem to be in line with the standard positions taken by liberal and conservatives on leading issues in US politics like taxation, immigration, public health and the presidential campaign which was in full flow at the time the data was collected. Table 3 shows the accuracy of sLDA in predicting the comment polarity based on the blog posts. It can be seen from the table that sLDA performs marginally better than SVM when trained on blog posts, even though documents are now represented in the lower dimensional topic space in contrast to the high dimensional word space that was used with SVM. sLDA provides the additional advantage of providing an overall summary of the corpus via the topic tables it induces. 
Using comments to predict comment polarity
In the previous experiments we were using the bodies of the blog posts to predict comment polarity. There are multiple factors which make this a difficult task. One major factor is the difficulty of learning potentially noisy labels using automatic methods. More interestingly, we operate under the hypothesis that there is signal about comment polarity in the bodies of the blog posts. To test this hypothesis, we train classifiers on the comment sections themselves to predict comment polarity. This serves to eliminate the effect of our hypothesis and focus on the inherent difficulty in learning the noisy labels. Table 5 shows the results of these experiments. We see that once again, sLDA results are comparable to the accuracies reported by SVM and that PMI labels are less noisier than the labels obtained using SentiWordNet. More importantly, we note that the accuracy in predicting the comment polarity while higher than the accuracy in predicting the polarity from blog posts, is not significantly higher which strongly suggests that blog posts have quite a bit of information regarding comment polarity.
Cross blog experiments
The effect of the nature of the blog on the classifier is examined by training models on the blog posts from a conservative blog (RWN) using PMI-determined polarities as targets and by testing the model by running liberal blog data (from DK) through it. Similarly, we test RWN blog entries by training it on a classifier trained on DK posts. The results of the experiments are in Table 6 . For easy reference, the table also includes the accuracies when blogs are trained using posts from the same blog (obtained from Table 3 ). We see that the accuracy in predicting polarity degrades when blog posts are tested on a classifier trained on posts from a blog of opposite political affiliation. These results indicate that emotion is tied to the blog and community that one is involved in.
Conclusion
We addressed the task of predicting the emotional response that is induced in political discourses. To this end, we tackled the tasks of determining the sentiment polarity of comments in blogs and the task of predicting the polarity based on the content of the blog post. Our approach also characterized the issues talked about in specific blog communities. Our experiments show that the community specific PMI method provides a more accurate picture of the sentiment in comments than the generic SentiWordNet technique. We also see that the context of the community is key as seen in the poor performance of models trained on blogs from one end of the political spectrum in predicting the polarity of responses to blog posts in communities on the other end of the spectrum. 
